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: The actual material wear process is influenced by a set of specific factors, such as: their filling, the
used speed and lubricant, the amount of material, hardness.

:  is to determine the wear coefficient of the ceramic materials.
we made disks with a radius of 2.5 cm and a 2 mm thickness, out of 2 types of ceramic

restoration materials we found on the market: INLINE and HERA CERAM, on which we measured the friction
coefficient and the amount of material used. The experiment was carried out using a CALOWER friction meter.
The sliding speed is constant in time (about 150 r.p.m.) and acts on a variable sliding distance, between 3255
and 16277 mm, (corresponding to about 35000 mastication cycles, on a 0.5mm long occlusion). A force of
0.35N acts on the material samples.

: the amount of material used increases with the filling increase for the whole sliding length, the number
of rotations and friction length.The rate of transferred material decreases with the increase of the amount of
certain constituents used, the material thus having better abrasion wear strength.

the stress occurring on the contact surfaces is extremely interesting and enables us to understand
their wear behavior.

: ceramic material, wear, wear coefficient

In the growing sphere of restorative
therapy, the common materials are more
and more frequently replaced by new
types, selection criteria being influenced
by wear resistance, compatibility oral
surrounding tissues, neutrality in oral
fluids, and, of course, the aesthetic aspect.
But, the process of wearing of material
mass is influenced by a series of specific
factors, such as: modality of loading, the
rate and the lubricant used, quantity of
material included, hardness, etc.

The objective of this study was to
determine the behaviour of wearing
coefficient and of volume of worn material
for two types of ceramic materials.

Determination of friction coefficient
and of worn material volume was
accomplished on two types of restorative
ceramic materials market available:
D.SING (IVOCLAR) and VM13 (VITA),
from which 8 samples were made, namely

disks with 2.5 cm radius and 2 mm
thickness (metallic rest 0.5 mm and
physiognomic component 1.5 mm).
Casting, processing and finishing of the
disks were sequentially accomplished, by
following the instrumentation casing and
the instructions of manufacturers (fig. 1).

The experiment was performed by
means of a tribometer, CALOWER (CSM
Instruments) that permits the
determination of material density
(thickness) and of intrinsic wearing
coefficient of strata  (fig. 2).

A sphere with known diameter is
applied at a certain load in movement on
the surface on study; both the relative
position of the sphere, and the contact load
being known. The lubricant is represented
by artificial saliva, whose composition is
presented in the following table (before
saliva’s application, the surface of the tests
tubes is wiped with alcohol).

The speed of gliding is constant in
time, of approximately 150 rot/min, n a
variable gliding distance, of between 3,255
– 16,277 mm (corresponding to
approximately 35,000 masticatory cycles,
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on an occlusive contact length of 0.5 mm).
A force of 0.35 N is acting upon the

samples of material.

Samples of ceramic material CALOWER Tribometer

Each of the wear tests was repeated at
least three times; subsequently, the value
mean and the mean square deviation for
worn material volume are calculated. The
variation of tangential force depending on
displacement was automatically recorded
in functional cycles, and the worn surfaces

were subsequently examined by various
MO methods.

In order to determine the main
parameters, the authors have used as
sphere-plane-specific parameters the
following items:
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Applying the formulae presented in
order to determine the weariness of

ceramic material being in contact with the
metallic sphere, we have obtained the
following results for material-
characteristic parameters:

1. steel ball presents the elasticity module E1, and Poisson’s coefficient 1 (values taken
from specialty literature)

E1 = 210000 MPa
1 = 0,3

2.ceramic sample has as characteristic parameters:
E2 = 358,000 MPa

2 = 0,3
pressure force is a time-constant  F = 0.35 N
sphere radius: R = 12.7 mm

equivalent module:
2 2

*

1 0,3 1 0,31 145,450
210000 358000

maximal pressure
2

3
0 2

1 6 0,35 145450 207
3,14 12,7

medium pressure
0,35 2 207 138

3,14 0,028 3

contact-surface radius 3
3 0,35 12,7 0,028
4 145450

All parameters being calculated, we
could have determined the coefficient of
abrasive weariness for the ceramic
materials under study.

The volume of worn material rises
exponentially with the number of rotations
and the length of friction (if at a friction
length of 3,255 mm, it corresponds an
abrasive weariness coefficient of
approximately 0,011129248 mm3/Nm).
The rate of transferred material diminishes
proportionally with the increase of the

percentage of filling particles, the material
becoming more resistant to abrasive
weariness; this fact is emphasized by the
results of the test, results that are presented
table I and graphic represented in figura 3.
It is obvious the direct proportionality
between friction length, loading and
weariness coefficient. It is to be remarked
a progressive rising of sphere diameter
concomitant with the corresponding rise in
the volume of worn material.



TABLE I. Characteristics of D. Sing Ceramics
Diam of contact wear surface[mm] Lenght of

friction
[mm]

Wear
volume
[mm3]

Wear coefficient
k

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Media Abaterea Abaterea [mm3/N*m]

1,4 1,2 1,3 1,2 1,275 0,095743 3255 0,010214 3,2478E-
07

0,008964643 1,4

1,5 1,5 1,6 1,4 1,5 0,08165 6511 0,019567 1,71784E-
07

0,00858672 1,5

1,6 1,65 1,8 1,7 1,6875 0,085391 9766 0,031343 2,05504E-
07

0,00916951 1,6

1,8 1,8 2 1,8 1,85 0,1 13022 0,045274 3,86515E-
07

0,009933886 1,8

2 2 2,1 1,95 2,0125 0,062915 16277 0,063403 6,05607E-
08

0,011129248 2

The volume of worn material rises proportionally with the contact depth (a coefficient of
about 0.003 for a 0.97 mean of contact).

The mean of worn-material volume depending of friction
length for  D. Sing Ceramics

The microscopic image emphasizes fissures and alterations in the structure of ceramic
mass, a sign that at this level a loss of material has emerged. The surface seems to be rugged,
porous, in comparison with the untested surface (fig. 4, fig.5).



Microscopic aspect of  D.Sing Ceramics Porous aspects of D.Sing ceramic
In opposition with these, in the case of

Hera-Ceram ceramics, it is obvious that
the material becomes more wear-resistant
at abrasive weariness, quantity of
deformed and displaced material

diminishing proportional with the rise in
the capacity of ceramic material to resists
the force exercised upon it (the values are
presented in Table II and graphically
represented in fig. 6).

TABLE II.
Diam of contact wear surface[mm] Lenght

of
friction
[mm]

Wear
volume
[mm3]

Wear coefficient
k

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Media Abaterea Abaterea [mm3/N*m]

1,1 1 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,14 0,089443 3255 0,006528 2,4737E-07 0,005729433
1,3 1,2 1,4 1,4 1,6 1,38 0,148324 6511 0,014018 1,87073E-06 0,006151466
1,6 1,6 1,6 1,7 1,9 1,68 0,130384 9766 0,03079 1,11703E-06 0,00900758
1,9 1,7 1,8 1,8 2,1 1,86 0,151658 13022 0,046261 2,04466E-06 0,010150421
2 1,9 2 1,9 2,15 1,99 0,10247 16277 0,060615 4,26133E-07 0,010639827

Mean of worn material volume depending
on friction length for VM13 Ceramics

Microscopic image show radiar cracks în the materials ceramic (fig. 7, fig. 8) and little
pores in the surface
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Porous apects of VM13 ceramic Dislocations of material (VM13 ceramic)
It is visible that, the volume of

material depends upon the area and depth
of contact

The results of this study suggest that
there is an inverse proportional relation
between hardness and the behaviour at
abrasive weariness of solid materials, in
our case the ceramics (results rendered
evident by Borgiolli in his studies.) In fact,
hardness and weariness resistance are two
parameters that represent themselves, by
their structure, a rigid support that
preclude the flexion of material strata. (1,
2)

Materials with increased hardness
(VM13) present shallow and narrow marks
of wear, in comparison to D.Sing, whose
hardness determines losses of material
during the testing. It is possible that, in the
absence of lubricant, the displaced
particles of ceramics to become
themselves components of weariness
process and to contribute to the
augmentation of the already settled
process.

The shape and the dimension of
testing sphere has imprinted a singular
character to our determinations, its
diameter increasing proportionally with
the penetration depth, simultaneously with
the increased contact stress; so, the
transition response from elastic to plastic,
with the determination of properties of
contact stress straining represent distinct
characteristics of ceramic materials.(4)
This type of shape permits the

concentration of stresses in the contact
area, simultaneously allowing the
determination of behaviour at certain types
of loadings. Stress in the contact area rises
proportionally with the imprint depth and
inverse proportionally with the volume of
worn material, a fact well pointed out by
the values obtained in the study performed
on the four ceramic material types (3).

The main parameter used for the
assessment of wearing phenomenon is the
volume of worn material. If the material
and the medium of testing remain the
same, the volume of lost material will
evaluate time-linear. The depth is
proportional with a significant vertical loss
that is, on its turn, a function of occlusive
factors.

It is confirmed the fact that weariness
factors are load-depending for all the
surfaces taken into study, aspect that
justifies their use in the attempt of
normalizing the parameters of quantifiable
weariness.

Knowing the main material
characteristics allows us the
foreshadowing of the first fracture lines at
the level of fragile strata that will be
subjected to stress. But the most important
aspect for ceramic material would be the
precluding of radial fissures emergence in
strata that are subjacent to the ceramics. In
order this requirement to be fully
accomplished, it is necessary the assurance
that the density of strata matches to the
maximal supported loading.
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